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First Tee

Approach Shots

Determine the tee markers appropriate for your skill
level. Golf courses use different colored tee markers to
represent course yardage. The forward tees are designated for beginners and players with a high handicap.
The longest yardage tees are designated for low handicap or professional players.

a target in the fairway. A helpful strategy is to tee your
ball on the side of the tee box closest to any trouble
such as water hazards, trees, or bunkers. This allows
you to have a wider target area and to hit away from
the trouble. Take no more than one practice swing,
line up and play your ball, watch it land. This will
allow you to find your ball easily as you move from the
tee to the fairway.

Once you have selected the tees that you will be playing and the starter has given you the go-ahead to begin
play, determine who will play first. And, “Play Away.”
The first player should tee his/her ball between or no
further than two club lengths behind the tee markers.

Once the hole has been completed, the order of play
remains the same as on the first hole unless another
player in the group earns a lower score. This is called
“having the honor.” Honor establishes the order of
play on each successive tee.

Determine the shape of the golf hole and aim toward

Approach shots are those shots that are played
between the teeing ground and the putting green.
Ideally, an approach shot is played from the fairway.
At times a golfer’s tee shot misses the fairway and the
ball must be played from the rough or natural areas
that line the fairway.

Green

The ball furthest from the hole is the ball that is
played first. The order of play continues to the next
closest ball and so on until play on the hole
Closest
for everyone is completed.

to
the Hole
Plays Last

Two factors contribute to successful
approach shots: distance and direction.
Depending on the flagstick location, a golfer will aim
to a target on or near the putting green. Distance is
important for advancing the ball to the target. What
club should you hit? Before you select a golf club, it
is important to know the distance to the center of the
putting green. All golf courses provide a scorecard with
hole yardages and some type of yardage markers, usually found in the center of the fairway. Typical marking
locations are 200, 150 and 100 yards from the center
of the putting green. Before you play it is important to
determine how far, on average, your ball travels.

Plays Third

Plays
Second

All golfers should be prepared to play ready golf!

Farthest from
the Hole
Plays First

Bunker Play

The Dye Course
PGA Golf Club, Port St. Lucie, FL

Often a putting green will be surrounded by greenside bunkers filled with sand or grass. These bunkers
are designed to catch errant shots or force players to hit
shots that carry onto the putting green. Several rules
and etiquette need to be applied when a ball lands in
the bunker. A bunker is a hazard. While in a hazard,
a player is not allowed to ground his/her club (touch
sand) before attempting to play the ball. Each practice
swing in a bunker that touches the sand would result in
a 2-stroke penalty. A player is not allowed to remove
any loose impediments, such as: stones, leaves or twigs
around a ball in the sand. Once the ball has been
cleared of the bunker, the sand should be smoothed
or raked clean of footprints and divots. The rakes are
provided, usually on the golf car or on the ground just
outside and near the bunkers.

Tee
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Putting Green Play

Recording Your Score

Play on the putting green begins with the player
furthest from the hole. Each player’s ball should be
marked by a flat object such as a small coin or ball
marker. Care should be taken when on the putting
green to avoid damage to the green’s surface.

another player to tend (pull out) the flagstick once the
ball has been putted. Players should be aware of all
balls and markers to avoid stepping on a player’s line of
putt. Be sure to stand far enough away from others so
that your shadow does not interfere with another player’s line of putt. When retrieving your ball from the
hole, avoid stepping on or near the cup. If extra clubs,
for pitching or chipping, are carried to the green, make
sure to place them gently on the apron (edge) of the
green and on the side closest to the next hole. Always
check the surrounding area before leaving so that all
extra clubs that have been carried there are collected.

The putting green is an area where the ball should
roll smoothly. Avoid dragging your feet, place clubs
and the flagstick down carefully, and stay clear of the
hole when retrieving your ball from the hole. Ball
marks, or indentations that the ball makes when landing on the putting surface, should be repaired with a
divot repair tool.

The objective of golf is to play the ball from the teeing ground to the putting green and into the hole in
the fewest strokes possible. You should count every
swing, including penalty strokes and misses (whiffs).
Your score for the hole is the total number of strokes
you play from the tee until the ball is holed. The
scorecard lists each hole and a score listed that is considered par. Although beginners may score higher than

par, par is a standard to help measure your skill while
playing on the golf course. Golfers use special terms
for scoring a hole. Finishing the hole with the same
score as a par is called making par. Scoring one stroke
below par is a birdie and two strokes under par is an
eagle. Scoring one stroke over par is a bogey and two
strokes over par is a double bogey.

The putting green also requires knowledge about
putting green etiquette. Long putts may require
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